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In mid-January 2015, RV Lance will freeze into the ice north of Svalbard, Arctic Ocean at around 83.25°N 30°E, and passively
drift with the ice as part of the Norwegian Young sea ICE cruise (N-ICE2015). Judging from historic sea ice drift trajectories,
it is likely that RV Lance will drift in a SW direction and the ship will probably be freed from the ice in mid spring after about
two months drift. After this, RV Lance will return to her starting position and start a new drift. Under all circumstances, the ice
drift project will end in late June 2015. Throughout the cruise the focus will be on the interaction of the atmosphere-ice-ocean
system and the response of the marine ecosystem to the thinner ice regime. The overall goal of our project team is to improve
our understanding the role of the younger ice pack in the Arctic on greenhouse gas fluxes, to ultimately understand whether the
Arctic Ocean is a sink or source. We plan to conduct; 1. Long-term synchronous observations of Arctic snow and sea ice
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Figure 1. Drift path. The RV Lance will freeze into the ice north of Nordaustlandet, Svalbard,
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tomorrow.
To close the knowledge gap, the Norwegian Polar Institute has initiated the "Norwegian

